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     HOORAY FOR THE DUTCHESS COUNTY FAIR  
By Joyce Tomaselli, Community Horticulture Resource Educator  

 
It was wonderful to be back at the Dutchess County Fair in person! The “Ask a Master 
Gardener” booth moved from the Horticultural Building to a spot on 4H Hill to support the goal of 
avoiding crowds in buildings. Hundreds of gardeners found us there. (it was close to the milk 
shake booth which may have helped!) They stopped to share their experiences and ask for 
advice which Master Gardener Volunteers happily provided. As the week progressed, weather 
extremes were a common theme along with their effect on vegetables and trees.  
 

Vegetables 

Vegetable gardeners either reported that their tomato plants 
“looked horrible” or that the plants were healthy but that very few 
large variety tomatoes were ripe and that cherry tomato varieties 
were splitting.    
 
Recall that diseases can be caused by living factors such as 
fungi, bacteria and viruses and by non-living (or abiotic) factors 
such as nutrient deficiencies, lack or excess of soil moisture and 
light, temperature extremes and soil pH.  
 
Tomatoes which “look horrible” now are probably infected by 
fungi which cause Early Blight and Septoria Leaf Spot. The fungi 
live in the soil, spread wish splashing water and thrive on wet 
leaves. The hot, humid weather and frequent rain events this 
summer have been especially “supportive” of these diseases. 
Fungicides can be used to prevent damage, but need to be sprayed earlier in the season.  
 
When the plants in your garden are dry (to avoid more spread) remove the plant parts that show 
signs of disease and discard them. Do not put them in your compost pile; our compost piles 
usually do not get hot enough to kill the pathogens. At the end of the season clean up all the 
crop debris where the fungus may overwinter.   

https://s3.amazonaws.com/assets.cce.cornell.edu/attachments/28094/Early_Blight_and_Septoria_Leaf_Spot_of_Tomato_1.22.18.pdf
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Poor blossom and fruit set in vegetable crops (especially bean, pepper, tomato) can be caused 
by prolonged dry or wet soil conditions. Very high temperatures can kill pollen. Low 
temperatures in spring delay fruit set. Fruit set also decreases in tomato plants when daytime 
temperatures exceed 90 degrees and nighttime temperatures do not dip below 70 degrees. 
Extreme weather conditions this year probably delayed fruit set and subsequent ripening.  
 
High temperatures with prolonged rainfall can also cause radial cracking in tomatoes, as the 
tomatoes expand too rapidly and crack their delicate skins. Heavy rainfall has occurred 
frequently the past few weeks.  
 
What can gardeners do to manage extremes in weather? Not much, except to water 
properly (in the morning, on the ground, keeping leaves dry), to be patient for the tomatoes 
to ripen and to quickly eat them when they do.  
 
Best practices to follow next year include choosing resistant varieties, ensuring you plant in a 
sunny, well-drained area; spacing the plants to ensure they have good air circulation even when 
they are mature; mulching to reduce soil splashing up; watering early in the morning and only at 
the base of the plant to ensure the leaves stay dry. For more best practices read CCE 
Rockland’s factsheets on managing vegetable diseases, managing insect pests in the garden 
and CCE Suffolk’s Troubleshooting in the Home Garden. 
 

Trees 

Some trees are showing damage this summer, also from a combination of pests, diseases and 
weather related stress.  
 
Cultivated and wild cherry trees are showing damage from Cherry Leaf Spot, another fungal 
disease. It causes spots on the leaves which then yellow and drop off.  
 

Leaves of Black Locust 
trees are very brown now, 
damaged by Locust Leaf 
Miners. This pest lays 
eggs between the top and 
bottom layers of the leaf. 
When the eggs hatch the 
miners feed in those layers 
and cause the leaves to 
turn brown and drop off. 

Here is an article from MSU and a fact sheet from 
Maryland. There is really nothing you need to do. 
 
This spring was a mast year for Maples in many areas. 
Mast seeding is a reproductive strategy in which years of 
heavy seed production are followed by light seed crops. 
In a mast year, there are more seeds there are 
predators to eat them, so there is a good chance seeds 
will survive to grow. Some trees, such as oaks, are well-
known mast seeders. Maple are less known to do this. 

https://extension.umd.edu/resource/poor-blossom-and-fruit-set-vegetables
http://rocklandcce.org/resources/managing-vegetable-diseases
http://rocklandcce.org/resources/managing-insects-in-the-vegetable-garden
https://s3.amazonaws.com/assets.cce.cornell.edu/attachments/5206/Troubleshooting_in_the_Home_Vegetable_Garden.pdf
https://extension.umn.edu/plant-diseases/cherry-leaf-spot
https://www.canr.msu.edu/news/locust_leaf_miner_cause_of_browning_roadside_trees
https://extension.umd.edu/resource/locust-leafminer-trees
https://extension.umd.edu/resource/locust-leafminer-trees
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This year maple seeds are very abundant and the leaves are 
smaller than usual. The tree prioritized its energy in spring on 
seeds over leaves.  
 
Maple trees also now have fungal spots from Anthracnose on 
their leaves and Norway maples have Tar Spot. The damaged 
leaves are starting to drop off earlier than usual, which is causing 
some gardeners to worry.  
 
These pests and diseases don’t kill trees, especially large 
established trees, unless they occur year after year. They can 
weaken the trees because there are less leaves remaining on the 

tree producing nutrition for the roots. But the leaves have been on the tree since April and will 
fall off anyway in mid-October 
 
Recommendations to control these diseases primarily are to rake up and discard the leaves. 
Don’t be tempted to fertilize a mature tree; that can cause a flush of new leaves at the wrong 
time of year which attracts pests. If the weather has been dry, then deep, occasional watering 
may be helpful. The past few weeks we’ve received plenty of rainfall but be diligent to monitor 
for drought into late autumn/early winter until the ground freezes.      
 

Invasive Pests 

Spotted Lanternfly (SLF) and Jumping Worms (which we at CCEDC have named J!W) were 
also hot topics at the fair. They are invasive pests, they cause harm and have been in the news 
a lot lately. Please be on the lookout for them, and if you see them, report them. 
 
SLF is a planthopper which feeds primarily on trees and shrubs. They rob the plants of their 
nutrients which weakens the plants and over the course of a few years can kill them. They then 
excrete unused sugars which cause sooty mold to grow on any item the “honey-dew” covers. 
This damages food crops such as grapes and other fruit and also makes a mess on surfaces 
such as porches and backyard furniture. As SLF mature, they gather together into dense 
populations. SLF are an annoyance to home owners but a serious threat to New York’s 
agriculture, forest, recreation and tourism industries.  
 
SLF were first found in Pennsylvania in 2014. They have been found in many places in the 
Hudson Valley this summer and most likely are in Dutchess County. They are clumsy fliers 
but excellent hitchhikers on people and on vehicles – cars, trucks, and trains. Their favorite tree 
is Ailanthus altissima, Tree of Heaven, which can be found along most of our roads and railroad 
tracks. They lay their eggs on virtually anything, including trees and metal. If you have been in 
an area with SLF, carefully inspect anything that you load into your vehicle including yourself.  
DON’T TRANSPORT THIS PEST. Stop the spread of SLF by using this checklist.  

 
Learn how to identify SLF. The adults are present now and 
will be for the next few months. They are often pictured with 
their wings spread widely showing a red underwing. But this 
is not how they are usually seen. Look for the soft grey 
spotted pattern instead. Note the structure and shape of 
their legs and that they have no antennae. If you can get 
close you may see the long mandible which they insert into 
bark to feed. Click here for Spotted Lantern Lookalikes.  

http://plantclinic.cornell.edu/factsheets/anthracnoseoftrees.pdf
http://plantclinic.cornell.edu/factsheets/tarspotofmaple.pdf
https://nysipm.cornell.edu/sites/nysipm.cornell.edu/files/shared/documents/SLF-checklist.pdf
https://agriculture.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2020/09/slf_lookalikes_poster.pdf
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Scout for SLF especially in parking areas that draw a lot of out of town vehicles such as 
entrances to hiking areas, rail trails, parks, malls and rest stops. If you find any, take a photo 
and safely keep a specimen (e.g. secured in a baggie). Look around a wider area and note how 
many you find. If you only find one or two, you may have found a hitchhiker. If you find more  
there is probably a breeding population. In any case please report it!  Use the Spotted Lanternfly 
Public Report (arcgis.com) or NYiMapInvasives. To learn more about SLF including a map of 
the extent of their spread click here.  

 
Sadly, it has been a good year for Jumping Worms. Visitors to the Fair reported a lot of activity. 
This time of year if you see large worms in the top few inches of soil or if you see piles of 
castings for example in mulched paths and then if the worms writhe like a snake when they are 
startled, you are probably seeing a Jumping worm. European night crawlers avoid extreme heat 
(and cold) by burrowing deep into the soil. They may be at the surface after a rainstorm but do 
not behave as wildly when startled and do not create noticeable piles of castings. A new Home 
Owners Guide to Jumping Worms is available from the JWorm Working Group at the New York 
Invasive Species Research Institute with more information.  

If you see jumping worms, please report your sightings to 
iMapInvasives, NYS DEC’s on-line database, to help scientists 
understand the worm’s presence and spread. Sightings of 
invasive species can be reported with your smartphone, tablet or 
other mobile devices with the iMap mobile app or via iNaturalist.  
In Dutchess County, you may also report sightings to Cornell 
Cooperative Extension Dutchess County by emailing 
jdt225@cornell.edu with a photo, the address where they were 
found, and their abundance. CCEDC will add it to iMapInvasives. 

And finally, happily, very few fair visitors asked why their Hydrangeas did not bloom this year. 
This has been the most frequently asked question of the MGVs 
for years. The answer usually is that the Big Leaf Hydrangea 
they are growing (H. macrophylla) is marginally hardy here and 
blooms on old wood (i.e. spring buds are formed in fall). The 
buds are often eaten by deer, damaged by freezing, or pruned 
off by the gardener. Perhaps we had a mild winter, perhaps deer 
browsed elsewhere, perhaps the plants were not pruned 
incorrectly, or perhaps gardeners are replacing that species with 
the lovely new cultivars of studier hydrangea which are blooming 
beautifully this year such as Hydrangea paniculata ‘Limelight’. 

https://survey123.arcgis.com/share/a08d60f6522043f5bd04229e00acdd63
https://survey123.arcgis.com/share/a08d60f6522043f5bd04229e00acdd63
https://www.nyimapinvasives.org/
https://nysipm.cornell.edu/environment/invasive-species-exotic-pests/spotted-lanternfly/
https://ecommons.cornell.edu/handle/1813/103692
https://ecommons.cornell.edu/handle/1813/103692
http://www.nyisri.org/research/jworm-2/
https://www.imapinvasives.org/
https://www.inaturalist.org/
mailto:jdt225@cornell.edu
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ARTICLES OF INTEREST 
NYS IPM Map of SLF Confirmed Locations 
Keep Watch for Spotted Lanternfly 
New York State Asks Residents to Help Combat Spotted Lanternfly 
What do Spotted Lanternfly Look Like? 
CCE Gypsy Moth Control 
Lee Reich Dealing With Wet Soil 
Proven Winners Hydrangeas Demystified 
Bee-Like Robber Fly  
Pandemic Vegetable Gardening Series by Cornell Horticulture Chair, Steve Reiners. 
 
  

 

URBAN AND COMMUNITY FORESTRY  
ENGAGING COMMUNITIES THROUGH TREE STEWARDSHIP 

CCEDC is hosting an in-depth training program and outreach education for the Hudson Valley 
that will provide the green industry, municipalities, utility arborists and community volunteers 
with the necessary tools to maintain the health of trees in their communities and mitigate 

potential storm damage and loss of tree health due to invasive species. 
This comprehensive 35-hour training program will cover all aspects of 
tree care and pest management. Course Instructors include Specialists 
from the Tree Care Industry, the USDA Forest Service, Cornell 
Cooperative Extension Faculty and Specialists, NYSDEC and UMass 
Faculty. Classes are scheduled from 8:30-3:30 September 22, 23, 28, 

30 and October 7 and 14. They will be delivered via Zoom. Registration fee is $125 by 
September 16, or $175 starting September 17. Click here for more information. Register by 
contacting Stephanie Radin at sradin@cornell.edu. 
 
 

NYS IPM FIRST FRIDAY EVENTS  

 
 
Colleagues at New York State Integrated Pest Management have created a series of 30 minute 
talks on various pests and using Integrated Pest Management to avoid problems they may 
cause. The talks are offered the first Friday of each month at noon. The topics are timely and 
interesting such as Fruit Flies, which any of us who compost kitchen scraps are familiar with. 
Click here for the list of topics, past recordings, and registration.  
 
 
 
 
 

https://nysipm.cornell.edu/environment/invasive-species-exotic-pests/spotted-lanternfly/
https://www.morningagclips.com/keep-watch-invasive-destructive-spotted-lanternfly-spreads-in-ny/
https://agriculture.ny.gov/news/state-department-agriculture-asking-residents-help-combat-spotted-lanternfly
https://blogs.cornell.edu/nysipm/2021/09/03/what-do-spotted-lanternfly-look-like/
https://www.morningagclips.com/combatting-gypsy-moths-on-your-property/
https://www.morningagclips.com/gardening-what-to-do-when-the-soil-stays-too-wet/
https://www.provenwinners.com/sites/provenwinners.com/files/pdf/hydrangeas_demystified_2015-title.pdf
https://www.insectidentification.org/insect-description.php?identification=Robberfly-Laphria-Grossa
https://cals.cornell.edu/school-integrative-plant-science/school-sections/horticulture-section/outreach-and-extension/pandemic-vegetable-gardening
http://ccedutchess.org/events/2019/09/13/tree-stewardship-training-program
mailto:sradin@cornell.edu
https://nysipm.cornell.edu/whats-bugging-you/first-friday-events/
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MOVIE NIGHT IN THE GARDEN 

On the Third Thursday of September, the 16th, the Beatrix Farrand Garden will become a 
movie theater for an all-ages horticultural double feature.  Beginning at 7pm enjoy a screening 
of A Man Named Pearl, a documentary film about an incredible self-taught topiary gardener 
who as a Black man in a white town in South Carolina inspires and connects his community in 
untold ways.  At 8:30pm a special screening of Beatrix 
Farrand’s American Landscapes follows.  This documentary 
might be familiar to many from its showing on PBS in 2020 or its 
screenings at the Millerton Moviehouse.  Learn about the 
fascinating life of the foremost female American landscape 
architect Beatrix Farrand as told by the film’s host Lynden B. 
Miller.  Attendees are encouraged to come early and enjoy the garden before the show! (Rain 
date September 19th). Click here to learn more.   
 
 

  UPCOMING EVENTS 
Wednesday September 15, 6:30 pm, East Fishkill Library online, “The Power of Purple in 
Garden and Landscape Design” by CCEDC Master Gardener Volunteer Chis Ferrero. For 
more information, visit https://eflibrary.org/ 

Monday September 20, 7 pm, Poughkeepsie Public Library District online, “Putting Your 
Garden to Bed in the Fall” by CCEDC Master Gardener Volunteer Chis Ferrero. For more 
information, visit https://poklib.org/ 
  
Tuesday, September 21, 10:00 am Stanford Free Library online, “All About Lilies” by 
CCEDC Master Gardener Volunteer Philomena Kiernan. For more information, visit 
www.stanfordlibrary.org 

Monday September 27, 6:00 pm, LaGrange Library online, “Putting Your Garden to Bed in 
the Fall” by CCEDC  Master Gardener Volunteer Philomena Kiernan. For more information, 
visit http://www.laglib.org/ 

 
    

SUBMIT UPCOMING EVENTS 
Would you like information on an upcoming gardening event to be shared in this newsletter?  
Send an email to Joyce Tomaselli jdt225@cornell.edu by the 25th of each month to be included 
in the next month’s newsletter. Please include the date, time, location, a short description, cost 
and contact information for more details.  
  
 

LOWER HUDSON PRISM ECO QUEST 
The Lower Hudson PRISM EcoQuest is a scavenger hunt-style challenge to find and document 
an invasive plant or animal (and their native counterpart!). It asks volunteers to take and share 
photos via iNaturalist, an easy-to-use mobile app that instantly connects you to thousands of 
other citizen scientists. Each month a new challenge is announced. To learn more and 
participate go to https://www.lhprism.org/invasives-strike-force-ecoquest-challenges. There are 
many other good resources on the website including iNaturalist and Seek tutorials.  
 

https://www.beatrixfarrandgardenhydepark.org/events/2021/9/16/movie-night-in-the-garden
https://eflibrary.org/
https://poklib.org/
http://www.stanfordlibrary.org/
http://www.laglib.org/
mailto:jdt225@cornell.edu
https://www.lhprism.org/invasives-strike-force-ecoquest-challenges
https://www.lhprism.org/resources
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MONTHLY ID QUIZ 

 
 

This is a bee-like robber fly, Laphria sp.  feeding 
from a Japanese beetle. The fly mimics a bee with 
its appearance and also buzzes like a bee. It 
liquefies its prey’s organs and consumes the liquid. 
Yikes!   Photo courtesy of MGV Michelle Lam.  

This quiz is more “Why” than “What”.  
Specifically, why is this an ideal place 
to grow a tomato?  

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Due to COVID-19 our office is not open to the public. We not accepting soil or diagnostic 
samples to be brought to the office without prearrangements. Please email Joyce Tomaselli at 
jdt225@cornell.edu for forms and instructions.  
 
 

Need Soil pH Testing? Need Lawn or Plant Diagnosis? 
Have any gardening questions? 

 
The Horticulture Hotline, (845) 677-5067 is staffed on Wednesdays, 9 to noon. Diagnostics 
questions can be left for Joyce Tomaselli at 845-677-8223 ext. 134. Written questions can be 
submitted to our website at www.CCEDutchess.org/gardening. Click on Contact Us and select 
the topic of Gardening. Questions can also be emailed to jdt225@cornell.edu. If a photograph is 
included, please ensure it is focused and as close up as possible.    
 
HELP SPREAD THE DIRT! Please forward a copy to anyone you think might be interested. To 
be added or removed from our e-mail list, or submit upcoming gardening events, contact Joyce 
Tomaselli at jdt225@cornell.edu, www.ccedutchess.org  

 
 

Websites mentioned in Dutchess Dirt are provided as a courtesy to our readers. Mention of these websites does not imply 
endorsement by Cornell University, Cornell Cooperative Extension or by the author.  
 

 

  

Cornell Cooperative Extension is an employer and educator recognized for valuing AA/EEO, Protected Veterans, and 
Individuals with Disabilities and provides equal program and employment opportunities. 

The programs provided by this agency are partially funded by monies received from the County of Dutchess. 

mailto:jdt225@cornell.edu
http://www.ccedutchess.org/gardening
mailto:jdt225@cornell.edu
mailto:jdt225@cornell.edu
http://www.ccedutchess.org/

